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Projects in Game Design 
Course Overview and Syllabus 

Course Number: EL5727     Grade level: 6-10 

Prerequisite Courses: None     Credits: 0.5 

Course Description 

Utilizing the Multimedia Fusion 2® software program, this supplemental course allows students to 

build a solid foundation in the fundamentals of game design and development. Students create an 

impressive portfolio of interactive, engaging games such as a classic two-player ping pong game, a 

Block-breaking action game, and a maze game with moving obstacles. Students learn the MMF2 

language of events, conditions, and actions; game objects that track scores, lives, time; and more, 

automated, random, and user-controlled movement. Topics include libraries and game sounds and 

game design concepts including objects, layers and frames, cursors and crosshairs, pixels and 

coordinates, calculations, title and end screens, and looping animations. 

Course Objectives 

Throughout the course, you will meet the following goals: 

 Create and save an MMF2 application 

 Identify the main parts of the MMF2 workspace 

 Add objects, including active objects, score objects, hi-score objects, string objects, button 

objects, live objects, counter objects, and backdrop objects 

 Duplicate and clone objects 

 Add objects from a library 

 Add collection items and obstacles 

 Change the appearance of an Active object and move its hot spot 

 Use Bouncing Ball movement, Eight Directions movement, Path movement, Platform 

movement, and Pinball movement 

 Define animation, frame, animated object, and looping animation 

 Define cursor and crosshair 

 Define particle and particle system 

 Create events, including conditions and actions 

 Use calculations and math symbols 

 Define parallax perspective 
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 Add and arrange layers 

 Define pixel, coordinate, visible play area, virtual width, and virtual size 

 Scroll layers horizontally at different speeds, and scroll layers relative to an object 

 Add, rename, and clone frames 

 Add sounds to a game 

 Build the game as an .exe file to share with others 

Student Expectations 

This course requires the same level of commitment from you as a traditional classroom course 

would. Throughout the course, you are expected to spend approximately 5–7 hours per week online 

on the following activities:  

 Interactive lessons that include a mixture of instructional segments and tasks  

 Assignments in which you apply and extend learning in each lesson 

 Assessments including quizzes, tests, and cumulative exams 

Communication 

Your teacher will communicate with you regularly through discussions, email, chat, and system 

announcements. You will also communicate with classmates, either via online tools or face to face, 

as you collaborate on projects, ask and answer questions in your peer group, and develop your 

speaking and listening skills. 

Grading Policy 

You will be graded on the work you do online and the work you submit electronically to your teacher. 

The weighting for each category of graded activity is listed below.  

Grading Category Weight 

Assignments   0% 

Essays   0% 

Labs   0% 

Lesson Quizzes 20% 

Unit Tests 10% 

Cumulative Exams   0% 

Projects 70% 
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Scope and Sequence 

When you log into Edgenuity, you can view the entire course map—an interactive scope and 

sequence of all topics you will study. The units of study are summarized below: 

Project 1: Ping: Create a two-player ball-and-paddle action game where players hit the ball back 

and forth, like in ping pong. Learn the basics of creating a game in MMF2, including creating objects 

and events. 

Project 2: Ice Breakers: Create a one-player ball-and-paddle action game where the player hits a 

snowball to break ice cubes. Learn more about basic game creation, such as adding library objects 

and tracking lives. 

Project 3: Cat Burglar: Create a one-player maze game where the player is a cat collecting keys 

and avoiding obstacles. Create more complex events and effects, such as animating objects. 

Project 4: Alien Attack: Create a one-player shooter game where the player shoots at aliens that 

are attacking the Earth. Create complex objects, events, and effects, such as a health meter, a 

particle system explosion, and a calculation that makes the game get more difficult. 

Project 5: Pest Busters: Create a side-scrolling shooter game with one-player and two-player 

versions where players work together to destroy cave pests that shoot poison. Scroll layers at 

different speeds to create a parallax effect to give the illusion of depth. Give players bullets to shoot 

at enemies, and make enemies shoot poison at the players. 

Project 6: Amazon Adventure: Create a one-player scrolling platform game with ladders, collection 

objects, and obstacles where the player is a scientist collecting pieces of a statue. Scroll layers 

relative to an object so the player can explore hidden areas. 


